LADIES AND GENTLEMEN WELCOME TO THE 10th ANNUAL KENTUCKY DERBY EVE MINT JUBILEE.

BY BEING HERE TONIGHT, YOU ARE A PART OF A DECADE-LONG HISTORY OF PROVIDING SUPPORT FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER.

WE ARE HAPPY TO WELCOME MANY GUESTS WHO WE KNOW FROM TELEVISION, RADIO, STAGE AND LITERATURE.

AND IN JUST A FEW MINUTES WE WILL INTRODUCE YOU TO THE STARS OF THE KENTUCKY DERBY – THE JOCKEYS AND JOCKEY LEGENDS WHO ARE JOINING US TONIGHT.

BUT FIRST WE WOULD LIKE TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION FOR THE SPONSORS OF THE 2006 MINT JUBILEE.

OUR PRESENTING SPONSOR TONIGHT IS SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS.


WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS, AGEON, DELTA DENTAL, FIRST RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE, PNC BANK, ASLAN VENTURES, GBBN ARCHITECTURE, HUMANA, LS ASSOCIATES, NATIONAL CITY BANK, PAPA JOHNS, SOFTWARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, STITES & HARBISON ATTORNEYS, ROBERT H. CLARKSON INSURANCE AGENCY, INSIGHT, INSURAMAX, PUBLISHERS PRESS, WDJX, AND XPEDX

(PETER LEADS APPLAUSE)

ALSO WE SHOULD TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TO RECOGNIZE THE PEOPLE WHO MADE TONIGHT POSSIBLE.
LED BY CHAIRWOMAN JENNY COTTINGHAM, THE MINT JUBILEE PLANNING COMMITTEE, AND THE BROWN CANCER CENTER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE WORK YEAR-ROUND TO PULL THIS AMAZING EVENING TOGETHER. PLEASE HELP ME THANK THESE HARDWORKING PEOPLE AS THEY STAND.

PETER LEADS APPLAUSE

(APPLAUSE)

PETER

ONE OF THE BIG REASONS WE ARE HERE TONIGHT IS TO SHOW OUR SUPPORT FOR CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE BROWN CANCER CENTER.

AS PRESIDENT OF U OF L, JAMES RAMSEY HAS PUT THE UNIVERSITY’S FOCUS ON CREATING A WORLD RENOWNED CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT PROGRAM IN LOUISVILLE… AND AS WE SAY IN HORSE RACING, THAT EFFORT HAS GOT LEGS.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME TO THE STAGE – PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, DR. JAMES RAMSEY.

(APPLAUSE)

JIM RAMSEY TAKES THE STAGE

PETER LEAVES THE STAGE

JIM RAMSEY (ON STAGE)

SPOT ON RAMSEY

THANK YOU PETER. AND THANK YOU TO EACH OF YOU FOR BEING HERE, FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF THE MINT JUBILEE AND YOUR SUPPORT OF THE JAMGES GRAHAM BROWN CANCER CENTER AT U OF L.

AS PETER MENTIONED - WE’RE DOING SOME AMAZING THINGS AT U OF L AND THE BROWN CANCER CENTER. WE TRULY ARE FIND ANSWERS TO CANCER. AND WE ARE NEARING THE END OF PREPARATIONS TO BRING KENTUCKY ITS ONLY NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE -DESIGNATED COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER.

AS WE HAVE BEEN WORKING ON THIS IT HAS BECOME CLEAR TO ME THAT THE PROGRESS WE’VE MADE SO FAR IS REALLY A TEAM EFFORT.

OUR STAFF, FACULTY, PHYSICIANS, AND SUPPORTERS IN THE COMMUNITY HAVE ALL
MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO GET AS FAR AS WE HAVE TODAY.

(RECOGNIZE THOSE IN ATTENDANCE)

OUR RESEARCH IS GROWING; OUR DRUG DEVELOPMENT IS EXPANDING. OUR CLINICAL PROGRAMS ARE STRONG, AND OUR OUTREACH IS ALL OVER KENTUCKY.

WE ARE FINDING ANSWERS TO CANCER.

THIS GROWTH DOESN'T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT. I WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME TO THE PODIUM ONE OF THE PEOPLE WHO HAS BEEN AT THE CENTER OF THE EFFORT TO MAKE LOUISVILLE A LEADER IN CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT, THE CENTER'S DIRECTOR, DOCTOR DON MILLER.

(APPLAUSE)
MILLER TAKES THE STAGE
RAMSEY LEAVES THE STAGE

DON MILLER (ON STAGE)
SPOT ON MILLER

THANK YOU DOCTOR RAMSEY.
I WOULD LIKE TO EXPAND ON SOMETHING DOCTOR RAMSEY MENTIONED.

WHAT WE ARE ACCOMPLISHING IN THE ARENA OF CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT REALLY IS A TEAM EFFORT.

THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER EVERY DAY TO FIGHT CANCER AND FIND CURES – AND WHILE THERE IS A LONG WAY TO GO, THE MOMENTUM IS BUILDING.

EACH YEAR THE MINT JUBILEE AWARD RECOGNIZES AN OUTSTANDING MEMBER OR MEMBERS OF THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY WHO CONTINUE TO MAKE EXCEPTIONAL STRIDES IN THE AREA OF CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT.

THE MINT JUBILEE AWARD THIS YEAR GOES TO TWO EXCEPTIONAL SCIENTISTS WHO HAVE DEVELOPED THE WORLD'S FIRST COMPLETELY EFFECTIVE VACCINE FOR THE PREVENTION OF CERVICAL CANCER.

DR. BEN JENSON AND DR. SHIN-JE GHIM DEVELOPED A VACCINE THAT PROTECTS WOMEN AGAINST THE HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS, THE SOLE CAUSE OF CERVICAL CANCER. THE
VACCINE IS 100 PERCENT EFFECTIVE AND FDA APPROVAL IS EXPECTED BY THE END OF THIS YEAR.

DRS. JENSON AND GHIM HOPE TO ENSURE THAT ALL WOMEN ARE PROTECTED AGAINST CERVICAL CANCER. IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL, THEY ARE WORKING TO DEVELOP A MORE AFFORDABLE SECOND GENERATION VACCINE BY GROWING IT IN GENETICALLY MODIFIED TOBACCO PLANTS.

FADE OUT SPOT ON MILLER

ROLL VIDEO TAPE
MINT JUBILEE AWARD
TRT = 2 MINUTES

(APPLAUSE)

JENSON AND GHIM ENTER STAGE
JENSON AND GHIM ACCEPT AWARD

FADE SPOT OUT

MILLER, JENSON AND GHIM LEAVE STAGE TOGETHER

PETER B ENTERS STAGE

FADE UP SPOT ON PETER AT PODIUM

PETER

THANK YOU DOCTOR MILLER.

I'M PETER B OF NINTY-NINE POINT SEVEN W-D-J-X RADIO.


TO THANK THE JOCKEYS FOR APPEARING TONIGHT TO SUPPORT THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER, THE BROWN CANCER CENTER IS PRESENTING EACH OF THEM WITH A MEMORIAL BRICK WHICH WILL SIGNIFY ONE WHICH WILL BE PLACED IN THE GARDEN OF HOPE. EACH JOCKEY HAS DEDICATED HIS/HER BRICK TO A LOVED ONE, MANY OF WHOM HAVE FOUGHT A PERSONAL FIGHT WITH CANCER.

ASSISTING WITH THIS PRESENTATION IS THE 2006 MISS AMERICA, JENNIFER BERRY, AND THE 2006 MISS USA – WHO REPRESENTED THE
STATE OF KENTUCKY, TARA CONNER. (GIRLS ENTER THE STAGE – GO TO THE CENTER – WAVE – MOVE TO THE FAR RIGHT AND REMAIN ON-STAGE UNTIL JOCKEY’S EXIT)

(PETER LEADS APPLAUSE)

THE JOCKEYS’ APPEARANCE TONIGHT WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE JOCKEYS’ GUILD ...AND IN PARTICULAR, THEIR INTERIM CEO, DARRELL HAIRE. THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE MINT JUBILEE. (DARRELL ENTERS STAGE - WAVES - AND JOINS MISS AMERICA AND MISS KY USA)

IT IS A THRILL TO INTRODUCE THIS FIRST GROUP OF ATHLETES – THE JOCKEY LEGENDS – MANY WHO HAVE WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY!

JOCKEY LEGENDS ENTER STAGE

THE FIRST JOCKEY LEGEND WE WOULD LIKE TO RECOGNIZE WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY IN 1961 ON “CARRY BACK”. THIS YEAR IS THE 45TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS KENTUCKY DERBY WIN. PLEASE WELCOME...JOHNNY SELLERS.

OUR NEXT JOCKEY LEGEND WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY IN 1966 ABOARD KAUAI [ka-WA-ee] KING...DON BRUMFIELD

THIS NEXT LEGEND, IN 1967 RODE PROUD CLARION TO WIN THE KENTUCKY DERBY.... BOB USSERY [uhs-SIR-ee].

LET’S GO NOW TO 1970.... WHEN ABOARD DUST COMMANDER...
MIKE MANGANELLO [MAN-gan-el-oh] WAS THE DERBY WINNER.

OUR NEXT LEGEND IS A MULTIPLE DERBY WINNER. HE RODE TO VICTORY ON CANNONADE IN 1974... BOLD FORBES IN 1976...AND SPEND A BUCK IN 1985...
ANGEL [AIN-gel] CORDERO [cor-DARE-oh].

...AND ANOTHER MULTIPLE DERBY WINNER AND HALL OF FAME MEMBER. HE WON IN ’87 ON ALYSHEBA AND AGAIN IN 1994 ON GO FOR GIN...CHRIS McCARRON.
THIS JOCKEY CONTINUES TO ACTIVELY RIDE. HE IS A 1990 ECLIPSE AWARD WINNER AND IN 1990 WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY ABOARD UNBRIDLED… CRAIG PERRET [PURR-et]

THIS LOUISVILLE RIDER WAS INDUCTED IN THE RACING HALL OF FAME IN ’91. HE’S HAD NUMEROUS DERBY MOUNTS AND WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY IN ’92 ABOARD LIL-TEE…. WE ALL KNOW HIM BECAUSE OF HIS SUPPORT TO OUR CITY. HE’S HOMETOWN JOCKEY PAT DAY.

THIS NEXT JOCKEY LEGEND WAS THE SECOND WOMAN TO RIDE IN THE KENTUCKY DERBY IN 1984 ABOARD SO VAGUE. SHE WAS THE WINNER OF THE “VINCE LOMBARDI OF COURAGE AWARD” AND THE “MIKE VENEZIA AWARD,” WHICH HONORS RIDERS WHO EXEMPLIFY EXTRAORDINARY SPORTSMANSHIP AND CITIZENSHIP; WE ARE PROUD TO WELCOME TONIGHT … PATTI COOKSEY,

WE BRING TO YOU ANOTHER JOCKEY ATHLETE WHO WAS A HOUSEHOLD NAME IN LOUISVILLE. HE WAS INDUCTED IN THE HAWTHORNE HALL OF FAME IN 1997… EARLIE FIRES.

AN ACTIVE RIDER IN KENTUCKY AND THE TREASURER OF THE NATIONAL JOCKEYS’ GUILD, PLEASE WELCOME… JEFF JOHNSTON.

AN ECLIPSE AWARD WINNER WHO IS THE LEADING RIDER IN THE U.S. – HE SUSTAINED AN INJURY A FEW WEEKS AGO FROM AN UNFORTUNATE SPILL AT KEENELAND. HE IS THE CURRENT PRESIDENT OF THE JOCKEYS’ GUILD. WE WISH HIM A SPEEDY RECOVERY AS WE ARE HONORED TO HAVE WITH US JOCKEY JOHN VELASQUEZ [vel-AS-kez]…

OUR FINAL JOCKEY LEGEND STANDS AS THE ALL TIME WINNINGEST JOCKEY WITH 9,530 WINS! HE WON THE KENTUCKY DERBY IN 1984 RIDING “SWALE”. WE ARE HONORED AND WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE WITH US HERE THIS EVENING… LAFFIT PINCAY, JR. (LA-FEET PINK-EYE, JR.)

TONIGHT’S JOCKEY LEGENDS.
LEGENDS REMAIN ON STAGE

2006 KY DERBY JOCKEYS BEGIN MOVING ON STAGE

FADE UP LIGHT ON JOCKEYS

PETER

AT THIS TIME WE WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE TO YOU THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES WHO RISK THEIR LIVES TO BRING TO US THE GREATEST TWO MINUTES IN SPORTS…THE 2006 KENTUCKY DERBY JOCKEYS…. PLEASE HOLD YOUR APPLAUSE UNTIL AFTER THE INTRODUCTIONS ARE MADE.

AFTER INTRO EACH JOCKEY WAVES AND RECEIVES GIFT FROM MISS AMERICA

ROBBY ALBARADO – WILL BE RIDING… STEPPENWOLFER IN TOMORROW’S KY DERBY.

RUSSELL BAZE – WILL BE RIDING…CAUSE TO BELIEVE IN TOMORROW’S KY DERBY.

RAFAEL [RA-fay-el] BEJARANO [Bay-HAR-on-o]…. HE’LL BE RIDING…POINT DETERMINED.

SHAUN BRIDGMOHAN…WILL BE RIDING PRIVATE VOW.

KENT DESORMEAUX [de-SORE-mo]…. A TWO-TIME DERBY WINNER ABOARD REAL QUIET IN ’98 AND FUSHAICHI [fu-SHE-otch-ee] PEGASUS [PEG-a-sus]…. KENT WILL TRY TO MAKE IT NUMBER THREE ON …SWEETNORTHERNNAINT

2002 KENTUCKY DERBY WINNER ON WAR EMBLEM – PLEASE WELCOME….VICTOR ESPINOZA. VICTOR WILL TRY TO MAKE IT NUMBER TWO ON …SINISTER MINISTER IN TOMORROW’S KENTUCKY DERBY.

GARRET GOMEZ WILL BE RIDING…BOB AND JOHN.

MARK GIDRY [GID-ree]….2006 WINNER OF THE GEORGE WOOLF AWARD WILL BE ON BOARD WITH SHARP HUMOR.

JOHN MCKEE [mac-KEY]… JOHN BROKE STEVE CAUTHEN’S RECORD FOR WINS AS AN APPRENTICE AT CHURCHILL AND RIVER DOWNS. HE’LL BE RIDING….LAWYER RON
COREY NAKATANI (NAK-a-TAWNY) WILL BE RIDING A. P. WARRIOR.

EDGAR [ED-gar] PRADO [PRA-doe]… EDGAR WILL BE RIDING BARBARO.

THIS GUY’S NAME IS PROBABLY FRESH ON YOUR MIND FROM 2005. HE WON LAST YEAR’S KENTUCKY DERBY ON GIACOMO (GEE-AK-CA-MO). A TWO TIME ECLIPSE AWARD WINNER AND RACING HALL OF FAME MEMBER HE WILL BE ABOARD FLASHY BULL IN TOMORROW’S KENTUCKY DERBY - …MIKE SMITH

ALEX SOLIS (so-LEASE)…WILL BE RIDING BROTHER DEREK.

PATRICK VALENZUELA …WILL BE RIDING…KEYED ENTRY.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN… THE 2006 KENTUCKY DERBY JOCKEYS!!!

PETER LEADS APPLAUSE (APPLAUSE)

KY DERBY JOCKEYS REMAIN ON STAGE

WE ARE PROUD AND HONORED TO HAVE WITH US TONIGHT THE THREE TRIPLE CROWN WINNING JOCKEYS. PLEASE DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION TO THE JUMBO SCREENS FOR SOME OUTSTANDING FOOTAGE FROM THE TRIPLE CROWN RACES. LET’S BEGIN BY WATCHING THE TRIPLE CROWN RUN WITH SEATTLE SLEW.

(SHOW SEATTLE SLEW TRIPLE CROWN FOOTAGE & SPOTLIGHT JEAN CRUGUET AFTER INTRODUCTION)

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE’RE HONORED TO SHOWCASE TONIGHT THE 1977 TRIPLE CROWN WINNING JOCKEY, JEAN CRUGUET (SEAN CREW-GAY)

OUR NEXT FOOTAGE SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. WATCH “AFFIRMED” SNARE THE ELUSIVE TRIPLE CROWN TITLE THE FOLLOWING YEAR.

(SHOW AFFIRMED TRIPLE CROWN FOOTAGE & SPOTLIGHT STEVE CAUTHEN AFTER INTRODUCTION)
PLEASE GIVE A NICE AND WARM LOUISVILLE WELCOME TO THE LAST JOCKEY TO WIN THE TRIPLE CROWN OF RACING IN 1978 WITH ARRIFMED, …STEVE CAUTHEN.

IT WAS 1973 AND A HORSE NAMED SECRETARIAT MADE HISTORY STEALING EVERYONE’S HEART, WITH HIS MEMORABLE RACING STYLE.

(SHOW SECRETARIAT FOOTAGE & SPOTLIGHT RON TURCOTTE AFTER INTRODUCTION)

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN…IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS. LET'S SHOW OUR GRAND APPRECIATION FOR SECRETARIAT’S JOCKEY, MR. RON TURCOTTE!!!!

THE BROWN CANCER CENTER WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THESE ATHLETES FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION AND SUPPORT THIS EVENING!!!!

PETER

BEST OF LUCK FOR ALL THOSE WHO ARE RIDING IN THE KENTUCKY DERBY TOMORROW. OUR HEART'S ARE WITH YOU. THANK YOU.

COMING UP IN A FEW MOMENTS DANCING WITH THE FABULOUS STARLIGHT ORCHESTRA – THANK YOU FOR COMING TO THE 2006 MINT JUBILEE AND ENJOY YOUR EVENING.

FADE SPOT

PETER LEAVES STAGE